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SR-NYSE-2016-18, Partial Amendment No. 1

New York Stock Exchange LLC (“NYSE” or the “Exchange”) hereby submits this Partial
Amendment No. 1 to the above-referenced filing (“Filing”) in connection with the
proposed rule change to specify back-up procedures for determining an Official Closing
Price for Exchange-listed securities if it is unable to conduct a closing transaction in one
or more securities due to a systems or technical issue.

The Exchange received a comment letter from Securities Industry and Financial Markets
Association (“SIFMA”) in connection with the Filing, which made three
recommendations: (1) Exchange rules should specify that any designation of an alternate
exchange should be publicly announced; (2) Exchange rules should expressly provide
that interest designated for the close would be cancelled if the Exchange determines not
to conduct a closing auction; and (3) the VWAP methodology for determining an Official
Closing Price should not include any other exchange’s closing transaction.34 The
Exchange agrees with the first two SIFMA’s suggested changes and proposes the
following amendments to the filing:

1. Amend proposed Rule 123C(1)(e) (page 32 of the Exhibit 5) and page 9 of the
Filing (page 24 the Exhibit 1).

The Exchange proposes to amend Rule 123C(1)(e) to add new sub-paragraph (iv) to
provide that if the Exchange determines the Official Closing Price under paragraphs
(e)(ii) or (e)(iii) of Rule 123C(1), the Exchange would (1) publicly announce the manner
by which the Exchange would determine its Official Closing Price and the designated
alternate exchange, if applicable, and (2) cancel all open interest designated for the
Exchange close residing in Exchange systems to give member organizations the
opportunity to route their closing interest to alternate execution venues. To reflect these
proposed changes, the Exchange proposes to amend Rule 123C(1)(e) by adding new sub-
paragraph (iv), as follows (new text double-underlined):

Rule 123C. The Closing Procedures

(1) Definitions for Purposes of this Rule.

*****

(e) Official Closing Price. The Official Closing Price of a security listed on the Exchange
is determined as follows:

34 See Letter from Theodore R. Lazo, Managing Director and Associate General
Counsel, SIFMA, to Mr. Brent J. Fields, Secretary, Securities and Exchange
Commission (“Commission”), dated April 5, 2016. This letter also comments on
similar proposed rule changes filed by The Nasdaq Stock Market LLC
(“Nasdaq”). See Securities Exchange Act Release No. 77309 (March 7, 2016), 81
FR 13007 (March 11, 2016) (SR-NASDAQ-2016-035).
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*****

(iv) If the Exchange determines the Official Closing Price under paragraphs (e)(ii)
or (e)(iii) of this Rule, the Exchange will publicly announce the manner by which
it will determine its Official Closing Price and the designated alternate exchange,
if applicable, and all open interest designated for the Exchange close residing in
Exchange systems will be deemed cancelled to give member organizations the
opportunity to route their closing interest to alternate execution venues.

*****

To further reflect this change, the Exchange proposes to amend the Filing by adding the
following paragraph before the last paragraph on page 9 of the Filing (before the last
paragraph on page 24 of the Exhibit 1):

Proposed Rule 123C(1)(e)(iv) would provide that if the Exchange determines the
Official Closing Price under paragraphs (e)(ii) or (e)(iii) of proposed Rule
123C(1), the Exchange would publicly announce the manner by which it would
determine its Official Closing Price and the designated alternate exchange, if
applicable, and all open interest designated for the Exchange close residing in
Exchange systems would be deemed cancelled to give member organizations the
opportunity to route their closing interest to alternate execution venues. This
proposed rule would make clear that any determination that the Exchange would
make under proposed Rules 123C(e)(ii) or (e)(iii) would be publicly announced
so that market participants would have an opportunity to route their closing
interest accordingly. In addition, the proposed rule change would make clear that
any interest designated for the Exchange close, i.e., MOC Orders, LOC Orders,
and CO Orders, would be cancelled by the Exchange so member organizations
may route such interest to alternate execution venues.

*****

2. Amend proposed Rule 123C(1)(e) (page 31 of the Exhibit 5) and page 9 of the
Filing (page 24 the Exhibit 1).

The Exchange proposes to amend sub-paragraph (i) of Rule 123C(1)(e) to specify how
the Exchange would determine the Official Closing Price for a security that has
transferred its listing to the Exchange or is a new listing and does not have any last-sale
eligible trades on the Exchange on its first day of trading on the Exchange. To reflect this
proposed change, the Exchange proposes to amend Rule 123C(1)(e)(i) as follows (new
text double-underlined):

Rule 123C. The Closing Procedures

(1) Definitions for Purposes of this Rule.

*****
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(e) Official Closing Price. The Official Closing Price of a security listed on the Exchange
is determined as follows:

*****

(i) The Official Closing Price is the price established in a closing transaction
under paragraphs (7) and (8) of this Rule of one round lot or more. If there is no
closing transaction in a security or if a closing transaction is less than one round
lot, the Official Closing Price will be the most recent last-sale eligible trade in
such security on the Exchange on that trading day.

(A) If there were no last-sale eligible trades in a security on the Exchange
on a trading day, the Official Closing Price of such security will be the
prior day's Official Closing Price.

(B) For a security that has transferred its listing to the Exchange and does
not have any last-sale eligible trades on the Exchange on its first trading
day, the Official Closing Price will be the prior day’s closing price
disseminated by the primary listing market that previously listed such
security.

(C) For a security that is a new listing and does not have any last-sale
eligible trades on the Exchange on its first trading day, the Official
Closing Price will be based on a derived last sale associated with the price
of such security before it begins trading on the Exchange.

*****

To further reflect this change, the Exchange proposes to amend the Filing by adding the
following paragraph after the last paragraph on page 9 of the Filing (after the last
paragraph on page 24 of the Exhibit 1):

Finally, the Exchange proposes to amend Rule 123C(1)(e)(i) to specify how the
Exchange would determine the Official Closing Price for a security that has
transferred its listing to the Exchange or is a new listing and does not have any
last-sale eligible trades on the Exchange on its first day of trading on the
Exchange. As proposed, for a security that has transferred its listing to the
Exchange and does not have any last-sale eligible trades on the Exchange on its
first trading day, the Official Closing Price would be the prior day’s closing price
disseminated by the primary listing market that previously listed such security. In
addition, for a security that is a new listing and does not have any last-sale eligible
trades on the Exchange on its first trading day, the Official Closing Price would
be based on a derived last sale associated with the price of such security before it
begins trading on the Exchange. This proposed rule text would be applicable for
new listings, such as spin offs or when issued securities, that do not have any
trading interest on the first day of trading and open trading on a quote. The
Exchange believes the proposed rule text would provide transparency in
Exchange rules of how the Exchange would determine the Official Closing Price
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for a security that has transferred its listing to the Exchange, and thus did not have
a prior day’s Official Closing Price on the Exchange, or is a new listing that did
not have any trades on its first trading day.

*****

All other representations in the Filing remain as stated therein and no other changes are
being made.


